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30 SECONDS REMAINING

The dying man laid wretched on his hospital bed, an intuba-
tion tube going down his trachea, connected to the machine 
that was pumping oxygen into his lungs. Along his arms were 
a series of IV tubes for the marathon of medicines that had to 
be provided to him each day.

The most terrifying sight were his eyes, open at half mast but 
ghostly white. There was no recognition on his anguished 
face, even when his family gathered to pray and sweep his 
sweaty hair back. The nurses who came in each day to 
change his sheets and turn his body to avoid bed sores all_

How inspired did you feel?
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Introduction | Background
Creativity is often characterized as a personality trait, but inherently relates to 
a series of mental processes. 
Moments of creative inspiration (externally evoked motivation for creative 
activity) are critical pivot points that can mark the transition from creative 
ideation to actualization of an idea [1].

Hypothesis:
The state of being creatively inspired is similar to the state of being 
aesthetically moved, a critical point during aesthetic reception [2,3]. 
If this is the case, then being aesthetically moved may serve as an 
effective prime for creative inspiration. 

Methods
Two experiments with N = 25 and N = 34 participants.

1. State and trait factors assessed by questionnaires 
2. Trait creativity assessed by Alternative-Uses-Task (AUT)
3. Individual aesthetic appeal of 20 artworks assessed by rating task
4. Participants type 12 pieces of creative text in response to visual prompts. 

After each writing phase they indicate their level of felt inspiration
5. Individual aesthetic appeal of all used artworks assessed by 2nd rating task

• Responses modeled using Linear Mixed Effects Regression (LMM) [4]:
• fixed effect of prompt category
• random effects of stimulus and participant

Results summary
Experiment 1
■ Higher self-reported inspiration for liked paintings than for word-triads.

• proof of concept
• potential confound of stimulus preference and novelty

Experiment 2
■ Self-reported inspiration is:

• significantly higher for liked paintings than for disliked paintings
• not affected by pre-exposure

■ Higher inspiration associated with preference even for novel paintings
■ Potential confound by stimulus modality avoided

Conclusion
■ Aesthetically moving visual prompts can induce felt inspiration 

in a creative writing task
• driven by personal preference
• for known and novel prompts

■ State of creative inspiration can be operationalized
• potentially well suited for investigation using the methods of cognitive neuroscience

■ Engagement with aesthetic material may be a potent tool for 
increasing individuals’ likelihood to engage in creative production
• valuable in scientific and educational settings
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Results

Experiment 1Creative Writing Task Experiment 2

Experiment 1 Experiment 2

Contrast: aesthetic vs. non-aesthetic prompts
• 6 paintings rated as highly liked
 (selected individually for each participant)
• 6 triads of unrelated words

Two contrasts: liked vs. disliked and pre-exposed vs. novel
• 4 paintings rated as highly liked
• 4 paintings rated as disliked
• 4 novel paintings

Model Coefficients:
response ~ category + (1|stimulus) + (1|participant)
slope = 0.1492, SE = 0.028

Likelihood Ratio Test against intercept-only: 
χ2(5) = 16.8, p < 1x10-4

Model Coefficients:
response ~ category + (1|stim.) + (1|part.) with 2 linear contrasts
liked vs. disliked:    slope = 0.12562, SE = 0.03285, p = 0.0002
(liked+disliked) vs. novel:  slope = 0.01755, SE = 0.04545, p = 0.71

Likelihood Ratio Test against intercept-only:
χ2(6) = 13.3, p = 0.0013

Model Coefficients:
response ~ aesth.rating + (1|stimulus) + 
(1|participant)
slope = 0.398, SE = 0.074

Likelihood Ratio Test against intercept-only:
χ2(5) = 23.8, p = 1x10-6
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